
ANDROID HANDWRITING APPS WITH OCR

Best handwriting to text apps android/iPhone let's convert your handwriting into text Scan and scribe â€“ Phone Docs
OCR Android.

If you want to experience a pen and copy on the phone, then this app is best for you with this app you can feel
the experience of natural handwriting. All you need is to take a camera shot of handwritten notes and extract
that and then review the extracted text and can make correction if required. Same way, if you are heavily using
Google Docs, Google Keep is a really good option. This app will make you more productive by just taking
photos of handwritten notes instead of transcribing them. You can organize the notes in groups and rename
them for better organization. If unsuccessful, just try scanning again, it might make all the difference. Adobe
Scan is a time saver. When you stop writing, your handwriting will move leftward and at the same time it will
show some choices about the content it recognizes. Pen to Print is also highly recommended, because it can
turn our handwriting works in notebooks to text. Then use your text in any word processor like Microsoft
Word, Google Docs and similar, or export it to a note organizing app like Evernote, OneNote, Google Keep or
similar. Users can easily enable the handwriting recognition. Add to Wishlist Install Pen to Print is the first
handwriting to text OCR app converting scanned handwritten notes into digital text available for edits, search
and storage in any digital platform. Our handwriting recognition system can convert different kinds of
handwriting to text: block letters, cursive and regular script. Also Readâ€¦. Download this app now and
organize your documents. You can sync you notes with Evernote by just sign in your Evernote account in the
penultimate app to organize your penultimate notes in notebook, project, separated by topic and category vice.
The app has a minimalist feel to it and comes with 5 GB of online storage on the Acrobat site. Users can easily
convert typed or handwritten contents in a picture to text with this app. New updates facilitate better
performance with math objects as well as overall improvements to note management. It also makes sorting
and searching much easier. Although, in spite of having all these features which are very reliable to use, it
should have been a free app.


